
An outline of how Aviation H2 plans to have Australia’s first 
hydrogen-powered plane in the sky by 2023. 

Aviation H2 Feasibility Study Summary
Project Darter Bird
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Over a three-month period (Decmber 2021- March 2022), Aviation H2’s engineers conducted a feasibility 
study to find the most commercially viable way to modify an existing jet engine plane so they can 
achieve Australia’s first hydrogen-powered flight. 

Led by principal engineers, Dr Helmut Mayer and Christof Mayer, the team ran comparative studies 
across four power paths, including Liquid Ammonia to Turbofan Combustion, Gaseous Hydrogen to Fuel 
Cell to Radial Flux Motor, Solid substrate storage to Turbogen to Axial Flux Motor, and Liquid Hydrogen to 
Turbogen to Hybrid Flux Motor.

The results showed “Liquid Ammonia to Turbofan Combustion”  was the best avenue to carbon-free flight as 
it outperformed the others in fuel selection/storage, power generation,  thrust generation and weight capacity. 

Fuel Selection & Storage: Liquid Ammonia

Liquid ammonia has many attributes that make it an effective hydrogen carrier. It is carbon-free, has a 
high gravimetric and volumetric hydrogen density, making it lighter and easier to transport, while also 
providing a higher energy conversion rate. 

Benefits: 

     The stored weight of liquid ammonia energy is 
47% lighter than gaseous hydrogen, and it can 
also be kept at a tank pressure of 35 bar rather 
than 700 bar.  

     Anhydrous ammonia has a boiling point of 
-33.3° Celsius, which simplifies the storage of
ammonia, as it uses a much smaller amount of
pressure when compared to that of either liquid or
gasified hydrogen.

     Worldwide transportation and handling of liquid 
ammonia has been around for many years, which 
makes the use of ammonia, as a carbon-free fuel 
source, even more appealing. 
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Power Generation: Turbofan Combustion

Flame stability is critical to the running of a 
gas turbine engine. In aircraft applications, an 
unstable flame can easily go out, resulting in a 
loss of power. If liquid ammonia is introduced 
as an alternate fuel source, then understanding 
flame behaviour is paramount. 

Testing of the gas flow needs to demonstrate: 

     What the minimum compressor revs per 
minute is for a self-sustaining flame. 

     How complete the Combustion will be. 

     How even the heat distribution is around the 
Combustion chamber. 

Another key consideration associated with 
conventional gas turbines is the production 
of nitrous oxides (NOx) when the Combustion 

temperature is high.  In a carbon-free world, that 
pollution must be curtailed.  To do so, a second 
burn will be introduced by injecting additional 
ammonia downstream of the main Combustions.  
That ammonia will then catalyse the NOx 
molecules to further break down into Nitrogen 
and Oxygen.  

To achieve optimal power generation, plumbing 
modifications will be required to convert existing 
gas turbine engines to liquid ammonia. As the 
Combustion of liquid ammonia with air produces 
nitrous oxide, reduction methods will need to be 
implemented to achieve ensure success.

Overall, this will mitigate 
the risk of pollution and 
generate maximum power 
when compared to other 
alternative fuel sources. 

Thrust generation: Turbofan

The turbofan generates thrust in the engine through rotational force that is transferred from the gas 
flow using the turbines arranged after the compressor. When liquid ammonia is used in the Combustion 
chamber, a turbofan can produce the same amount of thrust as traditional fuel source making it the 
best option for Project Darter Bird.

Advantages of The Falcon 50

     It has three engines and can be ferried with 
two engines, meaning the third engine spot 
could be used to first test a smaller engine, such 
as the PW610F-A, before modifying the Falcon’s 
own engines. 

     A larger aircraft with a greater pay weight 
capacity of 1000 kilograms, which reduces the 
risk posed by the weight challenges.  

     Almost identical costs to smaller jets that 
have a lower weight capacity.  

     The aircraft is well established in Australia, unlike 
any of the very light jets, meaning there is a time-
saving in getting the aircraft ready for testing.
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Figure 4: Path to Anhydrous Liquid Ammonia to Turbofan Combustion
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Advantages of  Liquid Ammonia 
to Turbofan Combustion

     Storage and transport infrastructure for 
ammonia already exists and enjoys a substantial 
market in Australia and overseas.

     The pressures required for ammonia are low, so 
the weight of onboard tanks are a fraction of gaseous 
hydrogen to store the same amount of chemical energy.

     Compared to liquid hydrogen, the infrastructure 
required for liquid ammonia is similar in weight 
but less complex because there is no need for 
cryogenics.

     When liquid ammonia is used, a turbofan can 
produce the same amount of thrust as fossil fuels.
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Advantages of converting a plane

     Making use of current technologies and infrastructure 
will be important to future customers because it allows 
them to modify the aircraft they have already invested 
in, rather than buy a whole new fleet. 

     Using existing systems the industry is already familiar with. 

     Retains a majority of the base certification, meaning it 
will be a simpler approval process from aviation authorities. 
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Conclusion 

By implementing this power path, Aviation H2 can fly aircraft with hydrogen fuel using significantly less 
weight than alternative power paths while generating the same amount of power. Thus, it is the most 
commercially viable and efficient option to achieve carbon-free flight. 

Connecting The Dots: Liquid Ammonia to Turbofan Combustion

Aviation H2’s chosen system will utilise liquid ammonia as the fuel to power a gas turbine engine for a one-
hour demonstration flight. The liquid ammonia will be stored within the wingtip, wing structure or fuselage 
and pressurised in tanks/vessels at approximately 30 bar to ensure the fuel remains in a liquid state.

Power path specifications: 

     The system will utilise existing technologies and components to transfer the fuel from the storage tank 
to the gas turbine engine for Combustion providing the required amount of thrust (Figure 4). 

     A Full Authority Digital Engine Control system with modified controls/coding will be used to manage 
the additional volume of liquid required in the chamber.  

     The turbine engine will require modifications to the fuel’s plumbing to adjust the fuel-air ratios. 
Plumbing modifications may also be required to add additional fuel downstream of the primary burn to 
reduce nitrous oxide emissions in the exhaust. 

     In the event that flame stability is a challenge, an additional system may be required to crack liquid 
anhydrous ammonia to hydrogen and mix this in with the ammonia fuel at ratios that will provide better 
flame propagation rates.  

     Additional pump/s will be needed to maintain pressure with the fuel storage tank and fuel lines to the 
high-pressure pump.  

     Mimicking the current liquid fuel to the gas turbine Combustion system will minimise any changes to 
the engine as the temperature profiles will be maintained. Additionally, it will mean that any secondary 
systems, such as pressurisation of the cabin, will require minimal to no modifications.
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